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Abstract1

The occurrence of large earthquakes in stable continental interiors2

challenges the applicability of the classical steady-state ‘seismic cycle’3

model to such regions. Here, we shed new light onto this issue us-4

ing as a case study the cluster of large reverse faulting earthquakes5

that occurred in Fennoscandia at 11-9 ka, triggered by the removal6

of the ice load during the final phase of regional deglaciation. We7

show that these reverse-faulting earthquakes occurred at a time when8

the horizontal strain-rate field was extensional, which implies that9

these events did not release horizontal strain that was building up at10
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the time, but compressional strain that had been accummulated and11

stored elastically in the lithosphere over timescales similar to or longer12

than a glacial cycle. We argue that the tectonically-stable continental13

lithosphere can store elastic strain on long timescales, the release of14

which may be triggered by rapid, local transient stress changes caused15

by surface mass redistribution, resulting in the occurrence of intermit-16

tent intraplate earthquakes.17

1 Introduction18

The extent to which the classical concept of an observable and steady-state19

‘seismic cycle’ applies to faults in stable continental interiors, with short-term20

observations of present-day strain-rates through seismicity or geodesy being21

reliable proxies for seismic hazard, remains an open question (e.g. Newman22

et al., 1999; Kenner and Segall, 2000; Smalley et al., 2005; Calais and Stein,23

2009; Stein and Liu, 2009; Hough and Page, 2011; England and Jackson, 2012;24

Page and Hough, 2014). For some, faults in such settings are analogous to25

their plate boundary counterparts, although accumulating strain at very slow26

rates. Large earthquakes therefore repeat over time on individual faults as27

they do at plate boundaries, although with substantially longer recurrence28

intervals, and faulting is representative of a consistent and potentially ob-29

servable strain-rate field. This view is consistent with the interpretation of30

present-day intraplate seismic clusters as indicative of focused areas of long-31

lived deformation (Page and Hough, 2014). Alternatively, intraplate faults32

may be releasing strain stored in the elastic crust over long intervals but not33

necessarily localising observable interseismic strain at their time of failure34

(Calais et al., 2010). Transient variations in crustal stress or fault strength,35

if large enough compared to the background tectonic stressing rates, may36

then trigger rupture. Because background tectonic loading in intraplate set-37

tings is very slow, rupture may not necessarily repeat on a given fault over38

timescales similar to, or longer than, a glacial cycle. This view is consistent39

with the clustering and migration of large intraplate earthquakes in space40

and time (Crone et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2010). Given the slow rates of de-41

formation, and limited observation period, both models have typically been42
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heavily dependent on a relatively small number of type examples and case43

studies, largely focused on North America or eastern Asia (Crone and Luza,44

1990; Smalley et al., 2005; Stein and Liu, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Hough and45

Page, 2011; Craig and Calais, 2014; Page and Hough, 2014).46

Here, we use the seismicity of the Baltic Shield to shed new light onto47

this debate. Fennoscandia, a stable continental interior, evidences numerous48

large-scale fault scarps which developed during the early Holocene (11-9 ka)49

(Muir-Wood, 1989; Lagerbäck and Sundh, 2008) in an environment gener-50

ally considered to be tectonically quiescent (Figure 1). The dimensions of51

these faults range from small-scale fractures to the 155 km long Pärvie fault52

scarp, with offsets exceeding 15 m in places (Lagerbäck, 1978; Muir-Wood,53

1989; Lagerbäck and Sundh, 2008). A number of these faults likely gener-54

ated major earthquakes, with cumulative magnitudes exceeding MW 8 on55

some of the faults (Muir-Wood, 1989; Arvidsson, 1996) – in stark contrast56

to the historical and instrumental seismicity catalogues for Fennoscandia,57

which only rarely record events exceeding MW 5 (see Figure 1a). These ‘end-58

glacial’ faults are found in regions that were located beneath substantial ice59

thicknesses during the last glacial cycle (Figure 1b). Large-scale features are60

strongly concentrated in northern Sweden and Finland (the Lapland Fault61

Province), but distributed faulting is evidenced across much of Fennoscan-62

dia (Kotilainen and Hutri, 2004; Jakobsen et al., 2014; Olesen et al., 2014;63

Smith et al., 2014). Their clustering at 11-9 ka strongly suggests a link to64

the deglaciation (Muir-Wood, 1989; Lagerbäck and Sundh, 2008), a hypoth-65

esis consistent with mechanical modelling studies (Wu et al., 1999; Wu and66

Johnston, 2000; Lambeck and Purcell, 2003; Turpeinen et al., 2008; Lund67

et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2014b), wherein the removal of the ice load leads68

to a concurrent peak in fault instability.69

An apparent paradox surrounding these end-glacial earthquakes involves70

their sense of motion, as the majority are reverse faulting events (Muir-Wood,71

1989) striking NNE-SSW and dipping at moderate-to-high angles (≥ 35◦)72

(Juhlin et al., 2010), hence accommodating NW-SE compression. However,73

the present-day regional strain rate field (Figure 1a), dominated by post-74

glacial rebound, indicates NW-SE extension across the length of Scandinavia,75
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opposite to the sense of strain released by these major end-glacial ruptures.76

Long-term tectonic strain rates, unresolvable above the over-printing effect77

of post-glacial rebound, are negligibly small (Kierulf et al., 2014). However,78

plate-scale geodynamic models suggest tectonic compression in a roughly79

NW-SE direction (Lund and Zoback, 1999; Heironymus et al., 2008; Pas-80

cal et al., 2010), consistent with the observed end-glacial faulting mecha-81

nism, and with the overall orientation of small-scale instrumental seismicity82

(Slunga, 1991; Lindholm et al., 2000).83

Here, we use postglacial rebound models to show that the large ‘end-84

glacial’ reverse-faulting earthquakes of Fennoscandia occurred at a time when85

the regional horizontal strain-rate field was extensional. We argue that this86

apparent contradiction between extensional horizontal strain rates and re-87

verse faulting earthquakes is an indication that the stable continental litho-88

sphere is able to store long-term tectonic strain and stress, which can be in-89

termittently released in intraplate earthquakes. We discuss the implications90

of this finding for the earthquake cycle model, and for hazard assessment in91

stable continental regions.92

2 Model construction93

Existing three-dimensional models for glacially-induced lithospheric defor-94

mation range from fully-spherical spectral models (e.g. Wu et al., 1999; Wu95

and Johnston, 2000; Lambeck and Purcell, 2003), similar in approach to96

that employed here, to more detailed, but spatially-limited to a particular97

region, flat-Earth finite element models (e.g. Hampel et al., 2009; Lund et al.,98

2009; Brandes et al., 2015). Smaller-scale modelling studies have focused on99

the evolution of slip on discrete faults over a glacial loading cycle (Ham-100

pel and Hetzel, 2006; Turpeinen et al., 2008; Hampel et al., 2010; Steffen101

et al., 2014b,a). While the capacity to accommodate discrete slip on indi-102

vidual faults is not included in our modelling approach, these studies, often103

conducted in 2D, do not consider the 3D response of a coupled crust-whole104

mantle spherical Earth to glacially-induced stresses and strains. In addition,105

they require a pre-determined horizontal strain or stress boundary condi-106
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tion, which, in order to reproduce the observed style of faulting, must be set107

a priori to be opposite to the observed extension induced by glacial isostatic108

adjustment.109

A common feature of these models is that they all show that the reduction110

in radial surface stress caused by the removal of the ice load promotes faulting111

and likely explains the end-glacial clustering for faults located beneath the112

major ice sheet. Though our own modeling does replicate this finding, our113

goal is different, as we seek to determine the strain-rate field at the time of114

these end-glacial earthquakes and to compare it with the style of earthquake115

faulting. Our ultimate motivation is to understand the nature and origin of116

the strain released by intraplate earthquakes, not the triggering mechanism.117

To investigate the relationship between end-glacial faulting in Fennoscan-118

dia and the deglaciation-induced stress and strain fields through time, we119

develop a series of 3D whole-Earth visco-elastic models exploiting available120

ice histories across the period of deglaciation. Calculations are performed121

in three-dimensions for a Maxwell viscoelastic self-gravitating Earth (except122

for in Figures S5 & S6, where the effect of a Burgers rheology is tested),123

using the approach of Cathles (1975) to calculate an initial elastic response,124

and converting this to a viscoelastic response via the correspondence princi-125

ple. Our approach calculates the response of a viscoelastic sphere subjected126

to a periodic surface load, expressed in spherical harmonic coefficients up127

to degree 128 (corresponding to a wavelength of ∼ 300km at the surface).128

Boundary conditions are specified at the free surface and at the core-mantle129

boundary. No far-field tectonic stress field is incorporated into the model,130

and as such is considered to be invariant over the timescale of the model,131

and to be supported within the lithosphere and not subject to any viscous132

dissipation on the timescale of our models.133

Applied surface loading is implemented as pre-determined radial stresses134

at the free surface, based on either the ANU-ICE model developed at the Aus-135

tralian National University, and shown in Figure 1b, or the ICE-5G model136

(Peltier, 2004), shown in Figure S1. Both models are global in extent, and137

hence our study on Fennoscandia also incorporates the distal effects of glacia-138

tion in North America and Antarctica. Both models are modified to incorpo-139
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rate the effect of changes in oceanic loading, simply by conserving the total140

water-equivalent load at all time steps, and redistributing the removed ice141

load across the oceans. The computationally-complex full sea level equation142

is not solved here as it would result in only minor variations of the applied143

load, and hence a negligible change in the predicted stresses and strains in144

Fennoscandia.145

Spherically-symmetric, depth-dependent elastic parameters are taken from146

the seismologically-constrained PREM model (Dziewonski et al., 1981). The147

model used for the viscosity structure of the Earth depends on the ice load-148

ing model used. That used in conjunction with the ANU-ICE model is the149

model of Zhao et al. (2012) (hereafter named ZLL), which comprises an elastic150

lithosphere over an upper mantle layer and a single lower mantle layer, and151

is specificially designed to fit geodetic and geological indicators for glacial152

isostatic adjustment in Fennoscandia. That used in conjunction with the153

ICE-5G model is the VM5a model of Peltier and Drummond (2008), cal-154

culated on the basis of fitting present-day geodetic observation of Glacial155

Isostatic Adjustment in North America. This model comprises an elastic up-156

per lithosphere, a high viscosity lower lithosphere, an upper mantle, and two157

lower mantle layers. Ice and viscosity models are typically derived in tandem,158

to fit available geological uplift data in rebounding areas (e.g., shore-line dis-159

placement and tilting), ice extent indicators through time (e.g., moraines,160

eskers) and global eustatic sea-level constraints. In the case of both viscosity161

models used here, regional geodetic data for instumentally observable uplift162

rates at the present day was also employed in their derivation (see Peltier and163

Drummond (2008) and Zhao et al. (2012) for comparison between modeled164

displacements and data). Both models are capable of appropriately repro-165

ducing available observational data, and the differences between them do not166

affect our conclusions (see Supplementary Material for a comparison between167

models, and Figure S2 for a comparison with observational geodetic data in168

Fennoscandia).169

For the ANU-ICE model, which covers multiple glacial cycles back to170

250 ka, linear interpolation is used to extrapolate the model to a uniform 1171

kyr time spacing. Deglaciation is then assumed to be followed by a further172
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250 kyrs of zero load-change. In the case of ICE-5G, the available versions173

of which do not detail the progression of glaciation up to the point of peak174

loading, initial loading is assumed to be linear over 75 kyrs, stable for 5 kyrs,175

and then deglaciation is followed by 200 kyrs of zero load-change. In both176

cases, the end of the zero load-change phase is then merged back into the start177

of the loading cycle to form a period load cycle. The importance of the time178

step used was tested by linearly interpolating both models to smaller time179

steps (500 and 250 yrs), and this was found to make only minimal difference180

to the broad-scale model outputs, resulting largely due to variations in the181

onset of the viscous part of the response. Models were also tested for their182

sensitivity to the values used for the thicknesses of the elastic layer, and the183

viscosities used for the underlying viscous layers (see Figures S5 & S6). In184

line with the conclusions of Wu et al. (1999), these effects are found to be185

minimal when variations are confined to the range of values consistent with186

geological data.187

The results shown in Figures 2 & 3 (and in Figures S5 & S7) uses the188

ANU-ICE loading model shown in Figure 1b, and linked viscosity model189

tailored for Fennoscandia (Zhao et al., 2012). Similar calculations, instead190

using the alternative ICE-5G loading model (shown in Figure S1) and the191

linked VM5a viscosity model (Peltier and Drummond, 2008) are included in192

supplementary material (Figures S3, S4, S6 & S8), and yield similar results193

to those discussed here. The principle difference is in the rate of ice removal,194

which is more gradual in ANU-ICE, and focused into two main periods in195

ICE-5G, leading to a more temporally distributed deformation signal in the196

ANU-ICE models.197

The values shown in all Figures except S2 are calculated at a depth of 10198

km below the free surface, consistent with the thickness of the seismogenic199

crust in Fennoscandia, which extends to 30-35 km (Lindblom et al., 2015).200

Rates of displacement, strain, and stress, are calculated by differencing the201

spherical harmonic coefficient expression of the deformation at adjacent time202

steps prior to the calculation of spatial differentials. Rates of change in203

the stress state on faults are determined from the full stress-tensor, and204

differenced after resolving onto the fault.205
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This model does not include the potential for ice dynamics to influence206

the crustal pore-pressure. However, whilst the potential for surface transients207

in pore-fluid to penetrate to the depths of earthquake nucleation remains208

largely unknown, this would operate in a similar manner to the changes209

in surface stress (Johnston, 1987), with ice sheets likely inhibiting meteroic210

water penetration during glaciation. Deglaciation would then be followed by211

a renewal of meteoric water, potential reduction of the effective normal stress,212

and potential earthquake triggering. Unmodelled pore-fluid pressure changes213

could therefore affect the magnitude of normal stress shown in Figures 2 &214

3, and could significantly alter the Coulomb stress change calculation shown215

in Figure 3. Pore-fluid changes would not, however, substantially affect the216

glacially-induced strain field.217

3 Results218

Figures 2 & 3 summarise the model results around the time of activity of the219

end-glacial faults of Fennoscandia for the ANU-ICE (ZLL) model. Figure 2a-220

d shows the evolution of the induced strain-rate field from 12 ka to 8 ka across221

Fennoscandia, along with the rates of change in the normal stress (Figure 2e-222

h) on a hypothetical fault orientated with the general trend of end glacial223

faults shown on Figure 1b (strike = 035◦, dip = 40◦). Figure 3 then focuses in224

on the peak in the modelled strain-rates, at 11-10 ka, showing calculations for225

the stressing-rates, and for the change in the Coulomb failure criterion, for226

a hypothetical pure-reverse fault with the geometry of our generalised end-227

glacial fault. Equivalent figures for the ICE-5G (VM5a) model are included228

in supplementary material (Figures S3 & S4), and demonstrate that the229

principal strain-rate and stressing-rate patterns are the same for both models,230

although the magnitudes may differ by up to a factor of 2. The similarity231

between Figures 2 & 3, and Figures S3 and S4 gives us confidence that the232

conclusions we shall draw below are independent on the finer details of the233

ice model used.234

As Figure 2 demonstrates, the deglaciation-induced strain-rate field across235

Fennoscandia at the time of the end-glacial reverse faulting earthquakes is236
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dominated by NW-SE extension, roughly perpendicular to the general strike237

of end-glacial faults, and in an overall pattern similar to, although substan-238

tially more rapid than, the present (Figure 3a). The peak in strain-rate, and239

in the rate-of-change in fault-normal stress, coincides within one time-step of240

the peak in seismicity, and also demonstrates that our interpretation of the241

strain-rate field is robust to within a time-sensitivity greater than the prob-242

able resolution of the ice model (a more detailed assessment of the temporal243

evolution is given in Figures S7 and S8). Figure 2 also demonstrates that the244

peak in stressing-rate is coupled to a peak in the strain-rate, and hence our245

conclusions relating to the strain-rate field and its relationship to motion on246

the end-glacial faults are insensitive to the precise temporal resolution of the247

ice models, as the seismicity can be tied to the stress-rate peak, which is also248

linked to a spike in the extensional strain-rate field).249

Similarly, if we consider the cumulative stresses accrued over a glacial250

cycle on a fault in the typical orientation of the end-glacial faults, relative to251

the fully relaxed state (Figure 4), we see that the period at around 11-10 ka252

corresponds not only to a peak in the rate of increase in the Coulomb failure253

stress, but also leads to the overall peak in cumulative Coulomb stress on our254

generalised end-glacial fault, which then decays away rapidly to the present.255

This peak during the final stages of deglaciation, is in fact the first time256

since the onset of this phase of glaciation that we predict a positive Coulomb257

failure stress due to the influence of the glacial process.258

With a dominantly NW-SE extensional strain-rate field spanning the time259

period of major activity on the end-glacial faults of Fennoscandia, it appears260

that the strain released by these end-glacial earthquakes is opposite to the261

horizontal strain accumulating at the time of failure, a counter-intuitive result262

that combines two elements.263

First, consistent with previous studies (Wu et al., 1999; Lambeck and264

Purcell, 2003; Hampel et al., 2009; Lund et al., 2009), we find that the re-265

moval of the ice load, and hence the reduction in vertical stress at the surface,266

reduces the normal stress on NNE-SSW-striking thrust faults (Figure 2e–h).267

This ‘unclamping’ decreases the shear stress required to cause failure, hence268

triggering rupture on faults where the shear stress was already close to that269
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required for failure. The rates of change in normal stress are geologically270

rapid (1-10 kPa yr−1), and hence explain the temporally clustered nature271

of this end-glacial seismicity. Calculations for the Coulomb failure crite-272

rion, although heavily dependent on largely unconstrained factors such as273

the coefficient of friction and the slip vector of motion on the fault, sup-274

port this conclusion, with a significant increase in the failure criterion for a275

pure-reverse fault indicated (Figure 3d), leading to the first positive Coulomb276

failure stress due to the cumulative effect of glacially-driven deformation on277

end-glacial thrust faults since the onset of glaciation 4).278

Second, while the instantaneous horizontal strain- and stressing-rate is279

dominantly NW-SE extensional (see Figure 3b), this would only result in a280

slight decrease in the long-term horizontal compressional stress, due to ei-281

ther the tectonic stress field (Heironymus et al., 2008; Pascal et al., 2010),282

or the cumulative effect of glacial loading over the glacial cycle. The in-283

stantaneous deglaciation-induced stressing rates at the time of failure are284

therefore acting to lower the magnitude of the background horizontal stress,285

which still remains compressional overall. Faults rupturing as a result of the286

rapid decrease in vertical stress therefore have a reverse sense of motion, gov-287

erned by the background compressional stress state. At the same time, the288

combination of the large and transient, glacially-induced tensional stressing289

rates with any background compressional tectonic stressing rate result in an290

extensional strain-rate field that remains measurable until today.291

Whilst the cumulative stress and strain induced by glacial loading are292

typically compressional on both horizontal axes for regions beneath the ice293

sheet, the role that background tectonic stress plays in end-glacial faulting294

is ably demonstrated by the dominant orientation of end-glacial fault scarps.295

The majority, from Finnish Lapland down to southern Sweden, strike along296

a consistent NNE-SSW trend (Lagerbäck and Sundh, 2008), while the Scan-297

dinavian shield is cut by relict faults in a range of orientations, and the298

load itself (and hence the stress it induced) is more radially symmetric than299

linear. Such a consistent alignment in fault orientation is therefore not com-300

patible with the failure of faults solely loaded by glacially-induced stresses,301

but requires the dominant fault orientation (and the overall stress field) to302
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be governed by the more uni-directional tectonically-derived stresses – in303

the case of Fennoscandia, dominated by the effects of ridge push from the304

Mid-Atlantic and Gakkel Ridges to the west and north (Heironymus et al.,305

2008).306

Following the removal of the major ice load, and the end of the ‘unclamp-307

ing’ triggering mechanism, the ongoing glacially induced strain-rate field acts308

counter to the orientation of both the cumulative glacially-driven strain and309

the tectonically driven field in central Fennoscandia, resulting in the ongoing310

reduction of the overall compressive stress and strain, and likely contributing311

to the relatively low rates of seismicity in present day Fennoscandia relative312

to the geodetically-observed rates of deformation (Keiding et al., 2015), and313

increasing the contrast to the pulse of seismicity at 11 – 9 ka. Additionally,314

the pulse at 11 – 9 ka further stands out against the background seismic-315

ity rate, due to the predicted inhibition of sub-ice sheet seismicity on faults316

similar to the observed end-glacial fault during the loading and initial un-317

loading phase (Johnston, 1987), as predicted from the negative cumulative318

Coulomb failure stresses predicted prior to mid glaciation (Figure 4; see also319

Lund et al. 2009). The effects of any ongoing tectonic deformation during320

the glacial cycle would therefore have been delayed until this point.321

Figures S7 and S8 summarise the temporal evolution over the whole322

deglaciation cycle at the location of four of the principal end-glacial for the323

two ice models, and demonstrate that our model appropriately explains the324

marked peak in seismic activity focused around 11 – 9 ka, coincident with325

major peaks in the horizontal extensional strain rate and rates of change of326

normal and Coulomb stresses on the faults. A significant decrease in the nor-327

mal stress on faults with geometries similar to those seen in Fennoscandian328

fault scarps at this time leads to a rapid increase in the predicted Coulomb329

failure stress for thrust faults, and a maximum in the cumulative Coulomb330

failure stress over the full glacial cycle, resulting in fault rupture. In each331

case, this is accompanied by extensional horizontal strain-rates. In the case332

of ICE-5G (Figures S8,S9), this peak is highly focused due to a rapid phase333

of ice removal at 10 ka, the resultant reduction in radial stress at the surface,334

and the instantaneous elastic response. In ANU-ICE, ice removal is more335
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gradual (see Figures 1 & S1), leading to a more distributed signal, but still336

with a peak focused around 10 ka (Figures 4 & S7).337

It is notable that our models also predict relatively large stressing-rates338

at times prior to the established peak in seismicity at 11 – 9 ka, especially for339

orientations different to that evidenced by known end-glacial faults. Whilst340

we know of no paleoseismic evidence for major seismicity in Fennoscandia341

during the rest of the deglaciation period prior to final termination, we note342

that observational evidence cannot reliably confirm or exclude the existence343

of major earthquakes during this period, due to the probable removal of344

any geomorphic expression from subglacial earthquakes that did occur while345

substantial ice thicknesses were still present.346

4 Discussion347

The occurrence of end-glacial reverse faulting earthquakes in Fennoscandia348

in an environment where the large-scale contemporaneous horizontal strain-349

rate was dominated by rapid extension (up to 10−7 yr−1) implies that these350

events did not release the strain that was building up at the time as a result of351

deglaciation. Therefore, these earthquakes must have released compressional352

strain that accumulated through long-term tectonic forcing and was stored353

in the lithosphere, although the last glacial loading stage could have induced354

a fraction of this strain as well. This has two important implications for our355

understanding of earthquakes in intraplate settings and the seismic hazard356

they pose.357

Firstly, the temporal clustering of these end-glacial earthquakes high-358

lights the role that geologically rapid non-tectonic changes in stress can play359

in triggering and localising seismicity in pre-stressed continental interiors.360

Although the influence of glacial loading is unlikely to affect regions much361

beyond the boundaries of major ice sheets, other sources of geologically rapid362

stress changes such as erosion and deposition (Calais et al., 2010; Vernant363

et al., 2010; Steer et al., 2014) and fluid injection (Keranen et al., 2013;364

Ellsworth et al., 2015) are also capable of triggering large earthquakes. With365

decadal-scale fluctuations in the rates of small-scale seismicity in the Gulf of366
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Alaska already correlated to rates of terrestrial ice-mass wastage (Sauber and367

Molnia, 2004; Sauber and Ruppert, 2008), the potential for major deglacia-368

tion of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to trigger future large-scale369

seismic activity (e.g. Johnston, 1987) not accurately characterised by their370

negligible instrumentally-recorded seismicity, or by their present-day strain-371

rate fields, is of particular interest. Other potential localised triggers, such372

as varying sea level and sediment redistribution, are also possible (Luttrell373

and Sandwell, 2010; Brothers et al., 2011, 2013), although the magnitudes of374

strain and stress transients will be much smaller than in the example explored375

here.376

Secondly, the capacity for geologically short-term variations in surface377

processes to impact upon the seismic behaviour of plate interiors implies378

that the low – often undetectable – strain-rates in such regions are not nec-379

essarily representative of their earthquake potential, the mode of failure in380

possible earthquakes, or the regional seismic hazard. That earthquakes in381

plate interiors release tectonic strain and stress stored over long geological382

time intervals implies that rupture in such a context can occur on any pre-383

stressed fault that is favourably oriented in the regional tectonic stress field,384

provided that local stress changes caused by surface or sub-surface processes385

act to promote failure. This is observed on a daily basis, though with magni-386

tudes that do not exceedMW 5.7 so far, in regions where wastewater injection387

into bedrock triggers human-induced seismicity, such as in the south-central388

U.S. currently (Keranen et al., 2013; Ellsworth et al., 2015). In cases where389

the tectonic stressing rates are significantly higher than any external forcing390

(as is typically the case at plate boundaries), the external forcing may have391

only a minor modulating effect on the seismic cycle. In cases where the ex-392

ternal forcing rates are significantly greater than the background tectonics,393

this external forcing may dominate the localisation of activity in space and394

time.395

Once an earthquake has released the available stresses on a fault segment,396

the low background tectonic stressing-rate in plate interiors will likely be in-397

sufficient to bring it back to the point of failure on an observable timescale.398

As a consequence, faults may appear to fail only once, as observed for a num-399
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ber of ruptures in stable continental interiors (Crone et al., 2003). Therefore400

seismicity in such a context may be predominantly a transient feature trig-401

gered or inhibited by secondary non-tectonic sources of stress change, rather402

than a steady-state response of faults to a quasi-constant tectonic stress field.403

Given that long-term elastic strain appears to be available within the litho-404

sphere, as shown here in Fennoscandia, and that faults in stable continental405

interiors are clearly sensitive to external forcing processes and most in a state406

of failure equilibrium (e.g. Zoback and Healy, 1992; Townend and Zoback,407

2000), it follows that their seismic potential is likely to be more spatially dis-408

tributed than indicated by paleoearthquakes, current seismicity, or geodetic409

strain rates. A better understanding of the role that such non-tectonic pro-410

cesses may play, and their spatial evolution though time, is therefore required411

for a more complete understanding of the risk posed by rare earthquakes in412

continental interiors.413

5 Conclusion414

We have shown that a period of major seismic activity in Fennoscandia,415

coincident with the final phase of regional deglaciation, occurred as the con-416

temporaneous horizontal strain-rate was extensional, opposite to the reverse417

sense of coseismic displacement on these faults. Therefore, failure on these418

end-glacial faults did not release extensional elastic strain that was building419

up at the time of failure, but compressional elastic strain that had accumu-420

lated in the lithosphere on timescales similar to, or longer than, the glacial421

cycle. Hence, the tectonically stable continental lithosphere can store elastic422

strain on long timescales, the release of which may be triggered by rapid,423

local, transient stress changes caused by erosion, fluid migration, or ice load-424

ing, resulting in the intermittent occurrence of intraplate seismicity, where425

tectonic loading rates are low relative to shorter-term transients.426

That earthquakes in plate interiors release long-term tectonic strain im-427

plies that rupture in such a context can occur on any pre-stressed fault428

favourably oriented with the regional tectonic stress field. Seismic hazard429

in such settings is therefore heavily dependent on localised transient stress430

14



changes of non-tectonic origin tapping into the background tectonic stress431

field, and is likely to be more spatially distributed than indicated by pale-432

oearthquakes, current seismicity, or geodetic strain rates.433
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Figure 1: Influence of deglaciation on the deformation of Fennoscandia. (a)
Present-day GPS observations across Fennoscandia (Kierulf et al., 2014). The
colour of the circles indicates uplift rates. The reference frame used is fixed on the
centre of the GIA deformation pattern. Black dots show instrumentally recorded
seismicity with MW > 5 since 1977 (from www.globalcmt.org). (b) Interpolated
ANU-ICE ice thickness at 20 ka. Red circles indicate the location of known end-
glacial faults (Muir-Wood, 1989; Lagerbäck and Sundh, 2008; Jakobsen et al.,
2014; Olesen et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2014). The compass rose on (b) indicates
the dominant strike of this population of faults. The profiles below (b) show ice
thicknesses along profiles XX’ and YY’ at 2 ka intervals between 20 ka and 8 ka
(at which point, major deglaciation of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet has ended).
The location of the major Pärvie fault is indicated on (b).
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Figure 2: Model results from 12 – 8 ka for the ANU-ICE (ZLL) model. Calculated with a 1 kyr time resolution. (a)-
(d) Second invariant of the deviatoric strain-rate tensor, overlain by the principal axes of the horizontal strain-rate tensor
(coloured blue for extension, red for compression). (e)-(h) Rate-of-change of applied normal stress on a fault representative
of the overall trend of the majority of known major end-glacial faults (strike = 035◦, dip = 40◦). Time intervals for each
column pair are indicated above.
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Figure 3: Model results for the ANU-ICE (ZLL) model, calculated for the time
interval from 11 to 10 ka. (a) Second invariant of the deviatoric strain-rate tensor,
overlain by the principle axes of the horizontal strain-rate tensor (coloured blue
for extension, red for compression). (b) The principal axes of the stressing-rate
tensor. Shading indicates the magnitude of the near-vertical axis, crosses represent
the near-horizontal axes (blue indicates a decrease, red an increase). (c) Rate-of-
change of applied normal stress on a fault representative of the overall trend of
the majority of known major end-glacial faults (strike = 035◦, dip = 40◦). (d)
Change in the Coulomb failure criterion on a similarly orientated fault, assuming
pre-existing shear stresses are consistent with pure-thrust motion on the fault, and
an effective coefficient of friciton of 0.4.
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Figure 4: Cumulative Coulomb failure stresses due to glacial loading on a fault
representative of the overall trend of the majority of known major end-glacial faults
(strike = 035◦, dip = 40◦), assuming pre-existing shear stresses are consistent with
pure-thrust motion on the fault, and an effective coefficient of friction of 0.4. The
time of each panel is indicated in the top right corner. No tectonic loading rates,
or overall tectonic stresses, are included.
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